To adapt the physical properties of living materials to their biological function, nature developed various types of polymers with outstanding physical behavior. One example is the vitreous body, which is important intraocular elements not only because of its optical and mechanical performances, but also due to its important role in the pathogenesis and treatment of conditions affecting adjacent tissues and eventually the whole eye. Here, we report a novel biocompatible material for injectable vitreous substitute, composed of thermosensitive amphiphilic polymer, which is capable of forming a transparent gel in the vitreous cavity. It is nontoxic, provides adequate support for the retina, and allows light to reach the sensory elements at the back of the eye. The amphiphilic polymer exhibits mechanical stability by assembling to form highly interconnected hydrophobic domains, which leads to the constitution of a network structure.
■ INTRODUCTION
Very often nature combines different types of macromolecules to form gels with outstanding physical properties. One example is the vitreous body, which is a transparent jelly-like mass, composed of collagen and sodium hyaluronate, filling the posterior cavity of the eye. The vitreous body is important intraocular elements not only because of its optical and mechanical performances, but also due to its important role in the pathogenesis and treatment of conditions affecting adjacent tissues or eventually the whole eye. 1, 2 The vitreous body becomes dysfunctional either due to opacification or by its physical collapse and liquefaction. 3 A collapsed or liquefied vitreous has a strong tendency to detach from the retina, and this change predisposes the retinal surfaces to damage, vitreous bleeding, or retinal detachment due to traction developing at any point of strong vitroretinal adhesion. All these conditions may result in extremely poor vision or even blindness. In principle, a total replacement of the afflicted vitreous body with biocompatible and transparent material would be desirable in such cases. It is the surgical treatment of various complicated retinal detachments that mostly requires the availability of a vitreous substitute, either temporary or permanent, ideally to be injectable into the cavity at the time of surgery.
New idea for the design of the vitreous substitute includes mimicking the natural vitreous by injection of elastic polymers into the vitreous cavity of the eye as a fluid. 4,5 Body temperature transforms the polymer into a gel that completely fills the vitreous cavity. The gel does not leak, is entirely cohesive, and is expected to behave similar to the natural vitreous body.
Sodium hyaluronate and polysaccharides, such as dextran, alginic acid, chondroitin sulfate, guar gum, methylcellulose, carboxymethylcellulose, and hyroxypropylmethylcellulose, were studied as vitreous substitutes. 6, 7 Water-soluble high molecular weight polymers have rheological properties that permit the highly viscous solutions to be injected in the eye through small gauge needles. Nevertheless, the main defect of all these products is their short residence time in the vitreous cavity. In fact, they are reabsorbed in relatively short periods of time.
Silicone oil is the most commonly used temporary vitreous substitute. 8 However, the ability of the eye to tolerate this material has been repeatedly questioned. Different formulations, over the past decade, have been realized, but all of them can induce complications such as the disappearance of the outer plexiform layer and disorganization of the photoreceptor layer in eyes subjected to the treatment with silicone oils. 9, 10 Some of the studies found that silicone oil may infiltrate various tissues of the eye. 11, 12 Since the 1980s, studies have reported the impregnation of the optic nerve with what was presumed to be silicone oil, both in front of and behind the lamia cribrosa. 13, 14 Furthermore, intraocular silicone oil, under special circumstance, may migrate into the brain through the subarachnoidal space. 15 However, the most frequent event is the formation of an emulsification within the eye due to the infiltration of humor aqueous into the vitreous cavity containing the silicone oil. 16 A hydrogel, therefore, should drastically decrease the risk of the emulsification once implanted into the vitreous cavity. Physical and chemical cross-linking techniques have been attempted to fill the vitreous cavity or to form gels in situ. Chilira et al. 17 −21 prepared a homopolymer of 1-vinyl-2pyrrolidone (VP) and its copolymer with 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), both cross-linked with divinyl glycol, as possible substitutes for the vitreous body. The hydrogel behaved like viscoelastic gel, displaying excellent optical property. However, the material was found to be cytostatic. Half of the six rabbit eyes in which the gels were tested showed opacities that would inhabit vision. Other rabbits showed traction of the blood vessels with large white patches and cupping of the optic disk with haziness. The retina was intact, but choroidal veins and capillaries were dilated. Biodegradation of the polymer by phagocytosis occurred in vivo. Although selected cross-linked hydrogels showed mechanical properties close to that of the natural vitreous, the injection of the hydrogels resulted in physical fragmentation of the gel and severed entanglements, causing decreasing in the elasticity of the substitutes. While these substitutes appeared promising, they could not feasibly be injected through a small-gauge needle during surgery and retain mechanical properties.
Ravi et al. 22 reported on an injectable hydrogel prepared by oxidation of an aqueous solution of acrylamide copolymers containing pendant thiol (−SH) groups. Gelation was achieved through a thiol-disulfide exchange reaction by adding 3,3′dithiodipropionic acid. Although this reversible hydrogel system could circumvent monomer toxicity and heat of polymerization, it is still difficult to control cross-linking in the vitreous cavity.
Recently, Lamponi and co-workers 23−25 prepared a poly-(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) hydrogel using different amounts of trisodium trimetaphosphate (STMP) as cross-linking agent. They performed comprehensive characterization of the materials, including light transmittance, water content assessment, rheological measurements, and in vivo cytotoxicity assays. All these tests seemed to show that the hydrogel with a molar ratio of PVA/STMP of 8:1 fulfilled the requirements for a vitreous substitute. Due to their good optical properties and rheological features, PVA/STMP hydrogel is promising candidates for vitreous substitution, but further studies need to be performed to collect more data on their retention time in the eye, the long-term biocompatibility, mechanical properties, and ability on reattach the retina.
The triblock copolymer Pluronic F127 (PEO 106 −PPO 70 − PEO 106 ) in aqueous solution is sol state at low temperatures, but forms a clear physical gel at physiological temperature. Its specific gravity is 1.032 and it has been used for slow drug delivery. Davidorf et al. 26 evaluated Pluronic F127 as a vitreous substitute in nine rabbits. It was absorbed slowly from the rabbit vitreous in spite of its high molecular weight. It was injected into the vitreous of rabbits and the electroretinogram (ERG) amplitude decreased in the treated eyes within 24 h of surgery. There was an atrophy of photoreceptor outer segments with vacuolization of the retinal pigment epithelium after 24 h. There was an obvious decrease in retinal function and toxicity of Pluronic F127. This would not be acceptable for clinical use. Rheologically, this material shows large shear thinning, with its viscosity significantly decreasing, not allowing injection into the eye. 17 Pritchard et al. 27 tested the aqueous sols of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) as potential vitreous substitutes in a rabbit model. Sol of 5 wt % PEO with a molecular weight of 400000 g mol −1 in phosphate-buffered saline were shown to have mechanical and optical properties similar to the natural vitreous and were well tolerated by the retina, with minimal histological or electrophysiolosical changes, with the exception of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) up-regulation over a period of 41 days. However, the sols were not retained in the posterior body throughout the postoperative period. These results indicate that the use of a cross-linked PEO hydrogel as a potential artificial vitreous substitute.
For ophthalmic applications, the requirements for an in situ gel-forming system are stringent, including optically clear material very low toxicity, and long-term stability in a wet, oxygen-, and photon-rich environment. In this work, therefore, we focus on the development of a novel injectable vitreous substitute for intraocular applications, which is based on a thermosensitive hydrophobically modified poly(ethylene glycol) (HM-PEG). Among the various families of hydrophobically modified water-soluble polymers, telechelic derivatives bearing hydrophobic end groups have attracted attention over the decades, primarily because of their ability to form flowerlike micellar aggregates, which associate above a given polymer concentration, giving rise to highly viscoelastic fluids. The important class of polymeric additives known as hydrophobicethylene oxide-urethane (HEUR) copolymers are key components of numerous water-borne fluids, primarily because of their ability to induce viscoelastic properties in aqueous solutions. The characteristic feature of HEUR polymers in water is their ability to form flower micelles via attraction of the end groups. 28, 29 When the polymer concentration exceeds the overlap concentration, connectivity through bridging chains takes place, resulting in the formation of a network in which flower micelles act as junctions. This scenario described for the HEUR systems, turned out to be applicable also to the case of HM-PEG. Poly(ethylene glycol) end-capped with an octadecyl groups (E10KDC18) has the advantage to form gel that completely fills the vitreous cavity and provides the elastic modulus. The optical, toxicological, and histopathologic characteristics are also discussed.
Rheology. The viscoelastic properties were investigated by oscillatory measurements on the controlled Rheometrics RSA-II instrument, and samples (0.2 mm in thickness) were mounted in a shear sandwich cell. A frequency sweep test was conducted with a shear amplitude γ = 1% under an oscillating frequency of 0.1−100 s −1 .
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering. The small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiment was carried out with the BL-10 installed at Photon Factory (Tsukuba, Japan). An incident X-ray beam from the synchrotron orbital radiation was monochromatized to 1.49 Å. The scattered X-ray was detected with a one-dimensional position-sensitive proportional counter positioned at 1 m from the sample: the magnitude of the observed scattering vector ranged from 0.008 to 0.15 Å −1 . The sample was held in an aluminum holder sealed with two Kapton films, and the intensities were accumulated for 600 s to ensure sufficient statistical accuracy without degrading the gel samples by Xray irradiation.
Small-Angle Neutron Scattering. Small-angle neutron scattering experiments were performed at the SANS II facility installed at PSI, using 6 Å neutrons with 9% wavelength resolution. The sample-todetector distance and the collimation length were both 6 m. The samples were mounted in a shear sandwich cell in a Rheometrics RSA-II instrument modified for the simultaneous measurements of both dynamic mechanical and structural properties and for studies of the structural response to large amplitude oscillatory shear. Large amplitude oscillatory shear used for the shear alignment studies were performed with oscillatory shear amplitude g up to 160% at a frequency ω = 1 s −1 . The sample thickness was 0.2 mm. The sandwich cell was mounted such that the shear velocity direction (v) was vertical and the shear gradient (∇) was horizontal and parallel to the neutron beam ( Figure 8a ). When viewing a two-dimentional diffraction image obtained in this conformation, the shear velocity is in the vertical direction, and the horizontal direction is parallel to the velocity vector (e).
Transmission. Transmission of light was measured using a JASCO V-660 spectrophotometer within the range of 200−800 nm at 37°C with an accuracy of ±0.1°C.
Refractive Index. The refractive index was measured with an ATAGO DR-M2/1550 refractometer. For all measurements, the temperature was kept at 37°C with an accuracy of ±0.1°C. Transport Property. The anterior segment (cornea, iris, and rens) of a pig eye was removed. A retinal detachment with a hole was created in the pig eyecup. One of the eyecups was filled with 25 wt % E10KDC18 gel, and the other was used as a control by filling with saline. Applying 0.3 mL of dilute aqueous solution of methylene blue to eyecups allowed us to observe the transport property of the E10KDC18 gel network.
Cytotoxicity. A murine catecholaminergic cell line derived from the B6/D2 F1 mouse, CATH.a, were seeded in a six-well culture dishes at the density of 1 × 10 4 cells per well in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM, SIGMA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, GIBCO/BRL), 50 U/mL penicillin, and 50 mg/ mL streptomycin (GIBCO). The cells were incubated at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO 2 atmosphere. After 7 days of culture, the medium in the wells was replaced with the fresh medium containing of varying concentration of E10KDC18 polymer (2.0, 5.0, 7.5, and 10 wt %). After 2 days, cell viability was assessed by trypan blue exclusion.
Surgical Procedures. The surgeries were performed under general anesthesia with intramuscle injection of pentobarbital sodium (20 mg/kg). All studies were conducted in accordance with the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (ARVO) Resolution on the Use of Animals in Vision and Ophthalmic Research. Under an operating microscope, each animal underwent pars plana vitrectomy with two port systems, port size 21 gauge, at 2.5 mm from the limbus. The vitreous body was removed as much as possible and replaced with air. Then, each sample was injected into the vitreous cavity. Two port wounds were closed with 8-0 polypropylene suture and treated with cryopexy (NO 2 ) for 7 s. After surgery, the eyes were treated with Levofloxacin as antibiotic eyedrops and betamethasone sodium phosphate as steroid eyedrops three times a day for 1 week.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Hydrophobically end-capped poly(ethylene glycol) with two aliphatic end groups (α,ω-PEG) belongs to the family of the associative polymers 30−32 and was selected as the main element for the vitreous body substitute: when dissolved in water, hydrophobic ends associate into microdomains to form spherical micelles, which are expected to form a gel for concentrated solution. α,ω-PEG with molar mass M w = 10 kD (E10K) were prepared by functionalization of the terminal hydroxyl groups on both ends of PEG with octadecyl groups, C18 (DC18), giving the polymer abbreviated E10KDC18.
As shown in Figure 1a , we distinguished macroscopically, with changes in the temperature or concentration, three regions in the phase diagram for aqueous solution of E10KDC18 in weight: transparent sol, opaque sol, and transparent gel. These changes occurred reversibly, without hysteresis, when the . These data is typical of the gel samples in that elastic storage modulus G′ is substantially greater than the viscous loss modulus G″ over three decades of frequency measured.
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Article dx.doi.org/10.1021/bm201012f | Biomacromolecules 2011, 12, 4011−4021 temperature is decreased. The storage modulus G′ and the loss modulus G″ for 25 wt % E10KDC18 polymer in water at 25 and 37°C showed behavior typical of the gel samples in that the elastic storage modulus G′ was substantially greater than the viscous loss modulus G″ over the full range of frequency measured (Figure 1b ). As a function of the E10KDC18 polymer concentration, the G′/G″ ratio varied between 3 and 5 in the gel phase. Gels resist shear, yielding a reproducible response; frequency data for a gel sample before and after a dynamic stress sweep test are essentially unchanged.
The self-assembly of E10KDC18 polymers in heavy water was examined by small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). We have made studies along lines of increasing E10KDC18 polymers concentration, as obtained at fixed temperature, and versus temperature for fixed polymer concentration. Figure 2 shows experimental SANS data of 13 wt % E10KDC18 polymers in heavy water suspensions, as measured within the temperature range from 10 to 80°C. The data are all characterized by a pronounced correlation peak close to q = 0.5 nm −1 . The SANS structural data are fairly well fitted to the model of hard-sphere interacting polymeric micelles, (1) where q is the length of scattering vector, and the micellar form factor, P mic , is given by 33 (2) where N agg is the micellar aggregation number, β s and β c , respectively, are the total excess scattering length of blocks in the core and in the chain, and R c the radius of the micellar core, which is described by the spherical form factor The corona polymer chains are characterizes by the radius of gyration, R g and the form factor (4) The cross-correlation term between the micellar core and the corona chains attached to the surface of the core, S sc (q) is given by (5) where Φ(q,R) is the spherical form factor amplitude given in eq 3, while ψ(q,R g ) (6) is the chain form factor amplitude. The cross-correlation term between the two different chains in the corona, S cc (q), is correspondingly given by (7) The structure factor describing intermicellar correlations is calculated using the Percus−Yevick approximation with hardsphere interaction potential: 34 (8) G(2qR hs ,ϕ) is a trigonometric function of volume fraction, ϕ, and R hs being the hard-sphere interaction radius. Figure 2 shows experimental data and best fits to the model, using standard least-squares fit method. The resulting parameters are the micellar core radius, R c , the corona polymer size, R g , the interaction radius, R hs , and the micellar volume fraction, ϕ. The corona size, expressed by the polymer radius of gyration, R g , is of the order of 3 nm, independent of temperature. The interaction radius, R hs , changes gradually from 7.5 nm at 10°C to slightly more than 6 nm at 80°C.
Both the micellar core size and the volume fraction, shown in respectively Figure 3a and b, shows distinct temperature dependence, in particular within the 25−35°C range, likely as result of a sol−gel transition induced by a hard-sphere crystallization. At temperatures below approximately 30°C the volume fraction is relative constant of the order of 0.54, that is, larger than the critical value (0.48) for hard-sphere crystallization, in agreement with our findings of body-centered cubic (bcc)-ordered structure, as discussed below. Close to T ≈ 30°C, a marked change in apparent volume fraction appears, signifying the transformation from the low-temperature micellar ordered state to high-temperature micellar liquid. Figure 4 shows experimental SANS data of E10KDC18 polymers in heavy water suspensions within the concentration range 1−25 wt %, as measured at 25°C. Except for the 1% Figure 2 . SANS scattering data of 13 wt % E10KDC18 polymers in heavy water suspensions, as measured at temperatures within the range from 10 to 80°C. Solid lines are the best fit to the hard-sphere interacting micellar model described in the text.
Article dx.doi.org/10.1021/bm201012f | Biomacromolecules 2011, 12, 4011−4021 sample, the data are all characterized by a pronounced correlation peak within the q range 0.4−0.6 nm −1 . The 1% sample shows the characteristics of noninteracting micelles, with size of the order of 8 nm. The SANS structural data are fairly well fitted to the model of hard-sphere interacting polymeric micelles, eq 1. The fits are very good for concentrations below approximately 13%, while the 13 and 25% samples show some systematic deviation between data and fit at intermediate q-values (see also Figure 6 ). The corona size, R g , and the interaction radius, R hs , are both roughly independent of polymer concentration, being of the order of, respectively, 3 and 7 nm. The core size shows distinct concentration dependence, as seen in Figure 5a . The volume fraction, shown in Figure 5b , also displays significant dependence on concentration. For concentrations beyond approximately 13%, the volume fraction is larger than the critical value for hard-sphere crystallization. The scattering function is, in agreement with this, not really well described by the structure factor of hard-sphere interacting micelles.
In Figure 6 is shown the 25% data, and best fits to the hardsphere model and best fits to similar micellar system, but ordered on a bcc lattice, that is, the form factor is described by eq 2, while the structure factor is in accordance with a bcc lattice with a correlation length that is one of the fitting parameters. The experimental data are not in full agreement with either of the two models. The hard-sphere liquid cannot account for the higher scattering at q ≈ 0.7 nm −1 , which on the other hand is well described by the (111)-Brag peak of the bccordered system. Neither the micellar form factor nor polydispersity can, however, account for the detailed form Concentration dependence of micellar volume fraction of E10KDC18 polymers in water suspensions, as resulting from fits to the SANS data displayed in Figure 2 . Dashed line is a guide to the eye. For concentrations of 13% and above, the volume fraction is larger than the critical value for hard-sphere crystallization. The scattering data show at these concentrations evidence of bcc-ordered micelles.
Article dx.doi.org/10.1021/bm201012f | Biomacromolecules 2011, 12, 4011−4021 and intensity of the experimentally observed higher-order Bragg peak. We therefore conclude that the 25% systems constitute a mixture of bcc-ordered and hard-sphere liquid of polymer micelles. The volume fraction resulting from fits to the experimental data (0.49 for 13% and 0.55 for 25%) are in accordance with this conclusion: According to prior observations in micellar suspensions 35 and colloids, 36 the phase is characterized as coexisting regime for volume fractions within the 0.48−0.54 regime. Figure 7 shows experimental SAXS data obtained for E10KDC18 polymers within the 10−25 wt % concentration range, measured at T = 25°C. The SAXS data confirm high concentration ordered structure, showing a number of wellresolved Bragg peaks for concentrations beyond 15%. The SAXS patterns are consistent with micelles packed in a bcc lattice with lattice constants of 185 Å for the 20 wt % gel and 175 Å for the 25 wt % gel. The self-association of octadecyl groups not only promotes the formation of highly interconnected end-group domains but also constitutes a network with bcc microstructure (Figure 5b ). The marked changes in relative intensity of the different Bragg peaks confirm the changes in micellar sizes, as concluded from the SANS analysis.
From the structural viewpoint, the vitreous is a fascinating result of natural evolution as the heterotypic collagen fibers forms contiguous networks through indirect interactions and provide a rigid scaffold, while the hyaluronan macromolecules impart shock-absorbing properties to the whole system. The concentration of hyaluronan increases from the anterior portion near the lens to posterior vitreous by the retina, which is different from the structure E10KDC18 gel revealed by SANS and SAXS experiments in this study. 37−41 However, the detailed structure of the natural vitreous and the reason for the heterogeneity of the natural vitreous are still unknown. The goal of this study, therefore, is to improve on current vitreous substitutes by mimicking the physicochemical and optical properties of natural vitreous. It is not necessary to match the structure, composition and physiology of the natural vitreous as well. Therefore, homogeneous synthetic hydrogels are being evaluated as vitreous substitutes because they are capable of matching the physicochemical and optical properties of natural vitreous humor.
The mechanical energy generated at high frequencies by external forces acting on the vitreous body, such as rubbing and hitting, and by heartbeats and eye movements, needs to be stored first and then dissipated slowly. As has already been shown in Figure 1b , E10KDC18 gel exhibits a G′ greater than G ″ and their values are relatively frequency insensitive. We also investigated structural response of the gel to large-amplitude oscillatory shear by simultaneous measurements of small-angle neutron scattering and rheology for 25 wt % gel for the shear frequency ω = 1 s −1 at 25°C. 42−48 The shear amplitude γ was increased stepwise from 1% up to 100% and then the sample was allowed to relax back to a quiescent state (with measurements of the dynamic moduli at γ = 1%). The results are plotted as the dynamic shear moduli (G′ and G″) as a function of time with scattering patterns corresponding to particular regimes: γ = 1, 10, 50, 80, 100% and the relaxed state in Figure 8b . The bcc microstructure aligns into different textures on a lattice. The scattering pattern obtained with low strain amplitude exhibits the liquid-like profile, namely, azimuthally isotropic and correlation peak centered at q * = 0.42 nm −1 , and the hint of the second-order reflection at 2 1/2 q* from the disordered cubic structure. The symmetry of the SANS patterns, however, was unaltered up to γ = 10% ( Figure  8c-i) , over which range a transition to a highly ordered textures was observed. The onset of nonlinear response is apparent above 50% strain. Simultaneously with the start of the decrease in elastic moduli, texture starts to appear in the scattering patterns, suggesting stress relaxation due to the slip along given crystallographic orientations. At γ = 50%, the loss modulus G″ was larger than the storage modulus G′, and both G′ and G″ decreased as the strain was increased, showing that the gel was shear thinning, and a 6-fold symmetric pattern emerges ( Figure  8c -ii). This scattering pattern can be associated with a bcc It is not possible, however, from this characteristic 6-fold symmetric scattering pattern to judge whether the sample is a true single-domain oriented {111}/⟨1̅ 1̅ 2⟩ crystal or possibly a twin structure. According to the recent detailed crystallographic studies on the bcc morphologies of shear-aligned block copolymer systems, 44−48 the observed 6-fold scattering pattern emerged by shear is interpreted to be a simple 90°rotation of the domain structure observed at a higher shear mentioned below, that is, the {11̅ 0}/⟨111⟩ + {1̅ 10}/⟨111⟩ twin rotated 90°around the common ⟨111⟩ flow axis, resulting in the {112̅ }/⟨111⟩ + {1̅ 1̅ 2}/⟨111⟩ orientation, for which sliding occurs within the twin boundaries. The scattering patterns obtained at high strain amplitude γ > 80% and relaxation after cessation of shear show well-resolved twinned bcc morphology (Figure 8c-iii) . In the twin structure, the crystalline slip system is {11̅ 0}/⟨111⟩ + {1̅ 10}/⟨111⟩. The {110} planes are forced to stack normal to the shear gradient and slide relative to each other with a common ⟨111⟩ direction parallel to the shear flow ν ̅ . The boundary between the twins is a common {1̅ 1̅ 2} plane normal to the neutral direction of shear, e ̅ . The shear-induced alignment of the random-domain structure, therefore, provides sufficient mechanical stability. A remarkable finding is that the cessation of shear led to the rapid recovery of the original values of G′ and G″ and the twin bcc scattering pattern continues to exist in the relaxed state. This indicates that the large oscillatory shear induced a change in alignment of the cubic structure that was retained on cessation of shear, although the rheological properties in a quiescent state were not affected by this symmetry change.
Temperature sweep measurement of G′ and G″ for the E10KDC18 was performed at the heating and cooling rate of 1°C min −1 and a constant frequency of 1 s −1 . The sample was heated from 20 to 80°C. The temperature sweep of G′ and G″ for the E10KDC18 gel is presented in Figure 9 . With raising temperature, the moduli start to decrease at 45°C. On a further increase in temperature, the moduli decrease sharply at approximately 65°C, and G′ and G″ values at 70°C are 2 orders of magnitude smaller than those for ambient temperature. Decreasing the temperature after an annealing period of 5 min at 80°C, despite small hysteresis, the rheological behavior of the E10KDC18 gel is essentially thermoreversible. The moduli at 20°C are of the same magnitude before and after heating the sample to 80°C. It is preferred that the mechanical properties of the gel remain unchanged in the vitreous cavity after injection. In Figure 10 , the storage modulus G′ and the loss modulus G″ of the 25 wt % E10KDC18 gel before and after extruding through a 21-gauge cannula at 37°C are compared as a function of the applied frequency. The gel shows same rheological behavior before and after extrusion, indicating the injection does not affect the network structure of the E10KDC18 hydrogel. These features of the polymer indicate that E10KDC18 gel demonstrates the feasibility of the development of an injectable in situ gelation biomaterial.
The refractive index of the 25 wt % E10KDC18 gel in water at 37°C was 1.353, which is not greatly different from the value of the natural vitreous body (1.336). 49 As shown in Figure 11 , the 25 wt % E10KDC18 gel has a reasonable transmission (>90% ranging from 400 to 800 nm), which is comparable to the human vitreous body and filters out most of the UV light. The optical clarity has been maintained in vitro. It is worthy to mention that the transmission did not change even after largeamplitude oscillatory shear was applied to the gel, because the characteristic scale of the ordered structure is smaller than the wavelength of visible light.
Quantitative concentration-toxicity relationships were determined for murine catecholaminergic cells with several concentrations of E10KDC18 polymer. 50 The general morphology of the cells incubated with E10KDC18 polymer after staining with trypan blue is shown in Figure 12a . 51 The dose-dependent morphology change was observed after a 2-day incubation with E10KDC18 polymer relative to the control cells. The viability of the cells was measured after culturing for 2 days. As is evident from Figure 12b , the percentage viability of the cell is almost 100% within an experimental error. The cytotoxicity of the E10KDC18 polymer, therefore, is sufficiently low because there is no marked decrease in the cells interacting with E10KDC18 polymer for prolonged periods.
A degassed solution of 25 wt % E10KDC18 polymer in saline was injected into the vitreous cavity of 10 white rabbits through a 21-gauge cannula after core vitrectomy and fluid-gas exchange (Figure 13a ). The injected E10KDC18 polymer solution exhibits rapid gelation in the vitreous cavity and does not leak out of the cavity. E10KDC18 gel exerts a hydraulic pressure so as to provide tamponade to the retina against the pigment epithelium layer, which can alter the characteristics of the vitreous body in order to relax the preretinal traction and to prevent the formation of new vitroretinal traction due to cellular invasion laying down new scar tissue. No marked adverse reactions were detected in clinical observation, and E10KDC18 gel was maintained in the vitreous cavity without losing any transparency. Furthermore, the postoperative intraocular pressure (IOP) was maintained at a normal level throughout the observation period, and no difference from the contralateral eyes was observed (Figure 13b ). This indicates that the E10KDC18 gel did not block the trabecular meshwork or other aqueous humor discharge pathways to cause elevation of IOP.
To confirm that the E10KDC18 gel effectively close the retinal break, we conducted the in vitro feasibility studies of intraocular use of E10KDC18 gel in pig eyes. A retinal detachment with a hole was created in pig eyecup after the vitreous gel was removed. One of the eyecups was filled with 25 wt % E10KDC18 gel, and the other was used as a control by filling with saline ( Figure 14a ). 52 Retinal detachment occurs when subretinal fluid accumulates in the potential space between the neurosensory retina and the underlying retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). Whether or not significant fluid vitreous passes through a retinal break depends on the balance of forces acting at the edge of the break. Forces normally responsible for maintaining retinal attachment include negative pressure in the subretinal space created by the metabolic pump of the RPE and relatively higher oncotic pressure in the choroid. Retinal detachment occurs when forces favoring adherence of the retina are overwhelmed by forces promoting an accumulation of subretinal fluid. 49 The liquid current from the vitreous should be controlled by well-developed network of the E10KDC18 gel. Dilute aqueous solution of methylene blue was applied to the eyecups to observe a transport property of E10KDC18 gel. Methylene blue did not seep onto the underlying white paper for the eyecups filled with E10KDC18 gel 2 h after application except a control ( Figure  14b ). When the water flows through a gel, gel network imposes a frictional resistance on the flowing water. The gel−solvent friction is primarily determined by the pore size of the network and the viscosity of water. Because the viscosity of water should be constant at fixed temperature, it is the spatial correlation length that determines the bulk frictional behavior of water in the E10KDC18 gel. In an inhomogeneous gel, some portions of the gel swell while the other portions shrink; therefore, the friction is expected to become smaller because the water passes through the swollen open space, avoiding the shrunken regions. Similar water flow process is also expected to observe in the gel that the network structure does not fully develop. Our result, therefore, indicate that the E10KDC18 gel forms the homogeneous gel network, which is allowed to swell freely and occupies the volume of the vitreous cavity. The E10KDC18 gel effectively close the retinal break, and proved to be superior for intraocular use as tamponade substance.
Histopathologic examination revealed that all layers of the retina were intact and no loss of tissue was evident ( Figure   15a ). Disorganization of the inner layers of the retina, with loss of nerve fibers, loss of the parallel architecture of the glial columns, proliferation of glial cells, and infiltration of a large number of plasma cells and macrophages were not seen as shown in Figure 15b 
■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We report a novel biocompatible material for injectable vitreous substitute, composed of thermosensitive amphiphilic polymer, which exhibits rapid gelation to form a transparent gel in the vitreous cavity at body temperature. It is nontoxic, provides adequate support for the retina, and allows light to reach the sensory elements at the back of the eye. The postoperative intraocular pressure (IOP) was maintained at a normal level throughout the observation period, and no difference from the contralateral eyes was observed, which indicates that the E10KDC18 gel did not block the trabecular meshwork or other aqueous humor discharge pathways to cause elevation of IOP. All layers of the retina were intact and no loss of tissue was observed by histopathologic examination. The amphiphilic polymer exhibits mechanical stability by assembling to form highly interconnected hydrophobic domains, which leads to the constitution of a network structure. These results indicate that E10KDC18 gel demonstrates the feasibility of the development of an injectable vitreous substitute and has potential as a biomaterial suitable for long-term vitreous body replacement.
Recently, Nickerson et al. 53 reported that the average steadystate moduli for bovine vitreous are G′ = 7 ± 2 Pa (mean ± SD) and G″ = 2.2 ± 0.6 Pa, whereas for porcine vitreous are G′ = 2.8 ± 0.9 Pa (mean ± SD) and G″ = 0.7 ± 0.4 Pa. The mechanical properties of the human vitreous were more similar to the porcine vitreous than to the bovine vitreous. 54 The moduli for the E10KDC18 hydrogel are approximately three orders magnitude higher than the porcine values. By varying the concentration of the E10KDC18 and/or the molecular weight of PEG, the rigidity of the final vitreous substitute could be tailored to match those of natural vitreous; however, weak gels are not expected to act as an effective vitreous tamponade agent to restore the volume and internal pressure of the ocular globe and to approximate the detached neurosensory retina to the retinal pigment epitherium for treatment of retinal tears, intravitreal hemorrhage, or retinal detachments. Weak gels are not also ideal due to the poor stability and the limited retention time in the vitreous cavity throughout the postoperative period, which preclude their long-term use. Although a cross-linked weak gel may improve retention time, a serious problem has to be considered: the shear stress produced by gel injection into the vitreous cavity cause significant deformation of the gel, possibly resulting in physical properties different from those displayed before injection. Specifically, the gel fragmentation due to shear stress during injection through small-gauge needles leads to detrimental consequences on the mechanical properties of the gel.
The E10KDC18 hydrogel fulfills the requirements for clinical use: clarity and transparency, biological and chemical inertness, refractive index similar to natural vitreous, sufficient rigidity to act as tamponade agent, nonabsorbable and nonbiodegradable characteristics, and ability to be injected through small-gauge needles. Although further analysis of long-term biocompatibility is needed, our preliminary results suggest that an application as vitreous substitute can be foreseen for E10KDC18 hydrogel. 
